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Fire News and Advice Jan 2014 

What a month it has been fires in Gidge (Reserve rd) and Parkerville/Stoneville. There were 
also numerous fires in other nearby areas. The Parkerville/Stoneville and recent Vic and SA 
fires reinforce what could potentially happen  in our part of the world. Soil dryness is at or 
near record levels in spite of last year’s rains. Fuel loads are abnormally high. This translates 
into more active fire behaviour for any set of weather conditions. 

The message is still not getting through, the Reserve rd fire was started by a vehicle 
driving through long dry grass in a paddock on a relatively mild day when there was no need 
to do so. A fire at Morangup about a week before the Parky fire was started by a person 
using a tractor in a paddock when both a Total Fire Ban and Vehicle Movement etc Ban were 
in force, luckily it was nailed quickly. A number of Gidge residents have had “a talking to” on 
ban days in recent times. There have been several fires started in nearby areas from 
mowers, slashers and “hot works”. Careless cigarette butt disposal, including from vehicles, 
is implicated in up to 20 fire outbreaks daily in the Metro Region alone. 

How did it start? Irrelevant when it is impacting you. If you are not well prepared the 
chances of protecting your property is greatly reduced. There will be ongoing debate, and 
various levels of enquiry into the Parkerville Stoneville fire. A very strong theme brought back 
by responding crews was the poor state of fire prevention measures, especially around 
buildings, by a significant proportion of properties which made them far harder to defend.  

Residents  - A majority in the affected area behaved responsibly, whether by evacuation or 
staying and defending. A small minority did not. There were a significant number of near 
misses reported by fire fighters working along roads with unauthorised vehicles driving at 
speed through thick smoke and sometimes in darkness.  There were reports of other 
undesirable, illegal and unsafe behaviour. Some of these issues are subject to ongoing 
investigation by WAPOL and other agencies.  Outside but close to the restricted areas 
“rubberneckers” caused traffic congestion and at times significant safety risk to themselves, 
to affected residents, and to emergency responders. If you don’t NEED to be there, stay 
away. 

Warnings - There were complaints about these. Be aware that warnings are based on what 
is reported back by responders directly observing the scene. These were in a fast moving 
fire with thick smoke, considerable stress and poor situational awareness. They also had to 
deal with the immediate situation at hand ie protecting lives and property. The Incident 
Control had to make sense lots of confusing and sometimes contradictory information, and 
to try and predict what would happen next, and manage the fire as well as to get a warnings 
issued via DFES Media and Public Affairs to the ABC etc. Inevitably any warning will be 
inaccurate to some degree when it is issued, and out of date by the time it is received. 
Experience here, interstate and overseas has shown that shortcutting the process decreases 
accuracy and may increase risk. 
  
Warning systems and social media are useful sources of information, but they are no 
substitute for having a robust Bush Fire Action Plan including actual prevention and 
protection measures which are already in place well before the fire arrives. Social media will 
not put out the burning parts of your house or property. Having a defendable house with a 
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defendable space around it, an independent water supply and pump, appropriate clothing, 
and holding and squirting a hose is much more effective. Your own observations are the best 
source of information for what is happening in your immediate area but please avoid 
“rubbernecking”. 
 
No Warning Before Impact of Fire 
Regardless of how efficiently warnings are delivered, in a fast moving fire residents impacted 
in the early stages will not receive a warning in time other than by the residents own eyes, 
ears and nose! They may not get any help before the fire’s impact as local fire units take 
time to mobilise and arrive. These may be way over stretched when they get there. Extra 
resources called out to make up the shortfall come from further away and take much longer 
to travel to the area. 
 
You must assume that 

- You may not get a warning before the fire impacts 
- You may not get help until well after the fire impacts 
- You may not get time to evacuate 

If you are not prepared for these eventualities you are not properly prepared! 
 
Volunteers – more are always needed 
To be an Bush Fire Service Volunteer takes a certain amount of commitment 
We usually get an increase in the number of enquiries for Emergency Services Volunteering 
after such major events. Unfortunately experience has shown that a higher proportion of 
such recruits lose interest/drop out more quickly than those recruited at more “normal” times. 
Potential applicants should by all means approach the brigades and ask the questions but 
need to accept they will not be “Instant” firefighters. 
 
The process takes time. There is an application process involving amongst other things a 
certain amount of screening of applicants. Applications have to be submitted at least 6 
weeks before any training course. There are usually 2 to 3 courses per year in the cooler 
months. The initial course is a full weekend and there is further ongoing Brigade Training 
and mandatory refresher training, usually 2 to 3 hours once a month. Where practical we get 
all new members out to hazard reduction burns before they first become exposed to 
wildfires. 
 
Late summer/early autumn are the best times to join up so you can be fully trained and have 
gained some experience for NEXT fire season. 
 
 

 


